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Abstract: This paper is a continuation of our works concerning Linear Canonical Transformations (LCT) and Phase Space 

Representation of Quantum Theory. The purpose is to study the spinorial representation of some particular LCT called 

Isodispersion LCT (ILCT) and to deduce a relation between them and some properties of the elementary fermions of the 

Standard Model of Particle Physics. After giving the definition of ILCT for the case of a general pseudo-Euclidean space and 

constructing their spinorial representation, we consider the particular case of a pentadimensional space with signature (1, 4). 

We then deduce a classification of quarks, leptons and their antiparticles according to the values of electric charge, weak 

hypercharge, weak isospin and colors after the introduction of appropriate operators defined from the generators of the Clifford 

Algebra corresponding to the ILCT spinorial representation. It is established that the electric charge is composed of four terms, 

the weak hypercharge of five terms and the weak isospin of two terms. Existence of sterile neutrinos and the possibility of 

describing a fermions generation with a single field are suggested. 
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1. Introduction 

In our previous works [1-8], we have performed series of 

studies on a phase space representation of quantum theory and 

Linear Canonical Transformations (LCTs). One of the results 

obtained is the conception of a spinorial representation of the 

LCTs [6, 8]. In the present works, our purpose is to highlight a 

relation which can be established between the LCTs and the 

elementary fermions of the Standard Model of Particle Physics 

[9-14] i.e. quarks and leptons. In this regard, we consider a 

particular case of LCTs called Isodispersion Linear Canonical 

Transformations (ILCTs). 

First, we give the definition of the ILCTs and study their 

spinorial representation in the case of the�-dimensional pseudo-

euclidian space with signature ���, ���. Then, we apply this 

study to a pentadimensional pseudo- euclidian space, signature �1, 4�. We find that it permits to describe the properties of the 

fermions belonging to a single generation of the Standard Model 

and their antiparticles. This pentadimensional space may be 

considered as the ordinary Minkowski space corresponding to 

relativistic spacetime, signature �1, 3�, with an additional fifth 

dimension. It may be expected that this fifth dimension is related 

to mass. The choice of the number five for the dimension is 

related to the fact that the total numbers of particles and 

antiparticles for a single generation is equal to 2
5
=32 (table 1). 

The introduction of a right-handed (sterile) neutrino and its 

antiparticle is suggested by our study to complete this list of 32 

particles and antiparticles. 

Our method may be considered as an extension of the 
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approach developed by Zenczykowski for nonrelativistic 

phase space [15-16]. He obtains that the weak hypercharge is 

the sum of three terms. In our case, it is composed of five 

terms (see relation 18). 

As in our previous works [1-8], we use for tensorial and 

matricial calculations the notations developed in the reference [17]. 

2. Spinorial Representation of 

Isodispersion Linear Canonical 

Transformations 

2.1. Isodispersion Linear Canonical Transformations 

We have established that LCTs corresponding to a � - 

dimension pseudo-euclidian space 
� with signature	���, ��) 
can be defined as the linear transformations which leave 

invariant the canonical commutation relation defining 

coordinate and momentum operators [5, 6, 8]. They can be 

described with the elements of the pseudo-symplectic group �(2��, 2��). In the reference [6], we have introduced the 

following parameterization for an LCT 

(�� ��) = (� �)����� ������ ����	                   (1) 

in which � and �  are the 1 × �  matrices which admit as 

elements the components �� and ��(� = 0,… , � − 1) of the 

reduced momentum and coordinate operators [5, 6]. �, �,  , !are	� × � matrices verifying the relations 

"#$
#% !& = '&!'	 = '!'	 & = '& ' = ' '	�& = '&�' = '�'	�& = −'&�' = −'�'	�()(�) = 0	

                       (2) 

'  being the � × �  matrices admitting as elements the 

components '�* of the symmetric bilinear form defining the 

inner product on the pseudo-euclidian space 
�. 

'�* = + 1	,-	� = . = 0,1, … , �� − 1	−1	,-	� = . = ��, �� + 1,… ,� − 10	,-	� ≠ .	          (3) 

The infinitesimal form of the LCT in relation (1) is 

(�� ��) = (� �)[1 + �� + �  − ! + ! � − ��]        (4) 

For � = 0 and  = 0, we have 

�� + �  − ! + ! � − �� = 3� −!! � 4 

The following relations can be deduced from relations (2) 

53� −!! � 4& = −�' 00 '� 3� −!! � 4 �' 00 '��() 3� −!! � 4 = 0	         (5) 

The relations in (2) means that 3� −!! � 4 is an element of 

the Lie algebra 67(2��, 2��)  of the pseudo-special 

orthogonal group 8(2��, 2��)  i.e. the matrix �3� ��� � 4 
belongs to	8(2��, 2��) 

5[�3� ��� � 4]& �' 00 '� �3� ��� � 4 = �' 00 '�9�:[�3� ��� � 4] = 1	          (6) 

The relations (1), (5) and (6) imply that the LCT 

corresponding to �3� ��� � 4 leaves invariant the operator 

ℶ� = '�*ℶ�*� 	= 14 '�*(���* + ���*) 
The ℶ�*�  are the reduced dispersion-codispersion operators 

introduced in the reference [5]. Explicitly, we have 

(�� ��) = (� �)�3� ��� � 4 ⟺ ℶ�� = ℶ�	          (7) 

Relation (7) can be checked using the relations (6) and the 

relations 

ℶ� = '�*ℶ�*� = => '�*(���* + ���*) = => (� �) �' 00 '� (� �)& 	 (8) 

We define the LCTs corresponding to a matrix of the form �3� ��� � 4 	 ∈ 8(2��, 2��)  as the Isodispersion Linear 

Canonical Transformations (ILCTs). This definition is in line 

with the study performed for the case of one dimensional 

quantum mechanics [3]. As we show in the reference [8], for ! = 0	(� ≠ 0) an ILCT gives a Lorentz-like transformations. 

For the case � = 0	(! ≠ 0), we have fractional Fourier- like 

transformations. 

2.2. Spinorial Representations 

As an ILCT is defined with an element �3� ��� � 4  of the 

special pseudo-orthogonal group 	8(2��, 2��) , it can be 

also represented spinoriarly with an element @  of the spin 

group �,A(2��, 2��)  which is the double cover of 8(2��, 2��). To construct this spinorial representation, we 

introduce the operator [6] B = C��� + D���                          (9) 

in which C� and D� are the generators of the Clifford algebra ℭ	(2��, 2��) i.e. they verify the following anticommutation 

relations: 

+C�C* + C*C� = 2'�*D�D* + D*D� = 2'�*C�D* + D*C� = 0	                    (10) 

The spinorial representation can be defined explicitly by a 

mapping 	F , from	8(2��, 2��) to �,A(2��, 2��) , which 

associates �3� ��� � 4to an element @ of �,A(2��, 2��): 
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@ = F��3� ��� � 4� ⟺ G��� ��� = �� ���3� ��� � 4
B� = @B@�= 	      (11) 

@ = �[HI�JKL�ML�JML�KL��NKNM�OKOM��	HPJKL�MLNKOM]          (12) 

The operator @ acts on the elements QRS of a spinor space T 

QRS� = @QRS ⇔ Q�V = @WVQW                        (13) 

The couple �T, F) define the spinorial representation of an 

ILCT, T  being the representation space and F  the group 

morphism. 

3. Deduction of the Properties of the 

Elementary Fermions 

We consider the case of a pentadimensional pseudo-

Euclidian space with signature (1, 4). The Clifford algebra 

and spin group corresponding to the spinorial representation 

of ILCTs are then respectively ℭ	(2,8) and �,A	(2,8). From 

the generators C� and D� of the Clifford algebra ℭ	(2, 8), we 

define the operators 

"##
$
##%
YZ = [> [CZ, DZ] = =\ ,CZDZY= = [] [C=, D=] = =̂ ,C=D=Y\ = [] [C\, D\] = =̂ ,C\D\Y^ = [] [C^, D^] = =̂ ,C^D^Y> = [> [C>, D>] = =\ ,C>D>

	                    (14) 

The operators Y� satisfy the following properties 

_	(YZ)\ = (Y>)\ = => (Y=)\ = (Y\)\ = (Y^)\ = =̀[Y� , Y*] = Y�Y* −Y*Y� = 0	 	 (15) 

i. The eigenvalues of 	YZ and Y> are − =\ and 
=\ 

ii. The eigenvalues of Y=, Y\, Y^ are − =̂
 and 

=̂
 

iii. These operators commute and are simultaneously 

diagonalizable 

These results can be directly and easily checked if we 

choose appropriate matrices representation of the C� and D�. 

Let us choose 

"##
##$
###
#% CZ = a=⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZC= = ,a^⊗a=⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZC\ = ,a^⊗a^⊗a=⊗aZ⊗aZC^ = ,a^⊗a^⊗a^⊗a=⊗aZC> = ,a^⊗a^⊗a^⊗a^⊗a=DZ = a\⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZD= = −,a^⊗a\⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZD\ = −,a^⊗a^⊗a\⊗aZ⊗aZD^ = −,a^⊗a^⊗a^⊗a\⊗aZD> = −,a^⊗a^⊗a^⊗a^⊗a\

	              (16) 

in which aZ  is the 2 × 2  identity matrix and a=, a\, a^  are 

the Pauli matrices 

aZ = 31 00 14 a= = 30 11 04 a\ = 30 −,, 0 4 a^ = 31 00 −14 

The operators Y�  are represented by the following 

diagonal matrices 

"##
$
##%
YZ = − =\a^⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZY= = − =̂aZ⊗a^⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZY\ = − =̂aZ⊗aZ⊗a^⊗aZ⊗aZY^ = − =̂aZ⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗a^⊗aZY> = − =\aZ⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗aZ⊗a^

            (17) 

Let us now define the following operators 

"$
% ĉ = =\YZ − =\Y>de = YZ + Y= + Y\ + Y^ + Y>f = YZ + =\Y= + =\Y\ + =\Y^                 (18) 

As it is seen in the Table 1, these three operators 

correspond respectively to the electric charge, the weak 

hypercharge and weak isospin of quarks and leptons 

belonging to a fermions generation of the standard model and 

their antiparticles. It may be checked easily that we have the 

relation 

f = ĉ + de2  

The Table 1 corresponds to a single fermions generation. 

The example of the first generation is considered: �g is the 

left-handed negaton and �gh is its antiparticle (positon).�iis the 

right-handed negaton and �ijjj its antiparticle, .g and .gh are 

respectively the left-handed neutrino and its antiparticle. As 

it is well known, there is no right-handed (sterile) 

neutrino,.i , in the Standard Model but their existence is 

suggested by this table 1. 

The up and down quarks are respectively denoted ( and k 

and their antiparticles (j  and k̅ . The lower script refers to 

chirality (R for right- handed and L for left-handed) and the 

upper script are colors (blue, green or red). 

The existence of the three possible quarks colors is 

described by the combinations of the eigenvalues of the 

operators Y=, Y\ and Y^. 

4. Description of a Fermions generation 

with a Single Field 

The Table 1 suggests the possibility of describing a 

fermions generation with a single spinor field QRS having 32 

components. If we denote T  the spinor space to which 

belongs the spinor QRS, we may write: T = Tm ⊕T*⊕To⊕Tp                   (19) 

in which: Tm is the subspace of T composed by the electron-
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type field, T*  the subspace of neutrino-type field, To  the 

subspace of up quark-type field and Tp the subspace of quark 

down-type field. Explicitly, we have for a general field QRSitself 

QRS = QVqrV = QRSm + QRS* +QRSo + QRSp = �Πm + Π* + Πo + Πp�QRS  (20) 

in which tqrVu, (v = 1	to	32), is a basis of T  constituted by 

the eigenspinors qrV  of the operators 

YZ, Y=, Y\, Y^, Y>, ĉ , de  and 	f . QRSm, QRS*, QRSo  and QRSp  are 

respectively the electron-type field (QRSm ∈ Tm), neutrino-type 

field a (QRS* ∈ T*), up quark-type field (QRSo ∈ To) and down 

quark-type field ( QRSp ∈ Tp ). Πm , Π* , Πoand	Πp are the 

projection operators corresponding to the subspaces Tm , T* , To  and Tp . These projection operators can be 

expressed as polynomials of YZ, Y=, Y\and Y^. 

Table 1. Classification of quarks, leptons (and their antiparticles) belonging to a generation according to the eigenvalues of the operators YZ, Y=, Y\, Y^, 	Y>, ĉ , de and f. 

N° |}  |~  |�  |�  |�  ��  ��  �  Particle 

1 -1/2 -1/3 -1/3 -1/3 -1/2 0 -2 -1 �i  
2 -1/2 -1/3 -1/3 -1/3 1/2 -1/2 -1 -1 �g  
3 -1/2 -1/3 -1/3 1/3 -1/2 0 -4/3 -2/3 (jiW�om  
4 -1/2 -1/3 -1/3 1/3 1/2 -1/2 -1/3 -2/3 (jgW�om  
5 -1/2 -1/3 1/3 -1/3 -1/2 0 -4/3 -2/3 (ji��mm�  

6 -1/2 -1/3 1/3 -1/3 1/2 -1/2 -1/3 -2/3 (jg��mm�  

7 -1/2 -1/3 1/3 1/3 -1/2 0 -2/3 -1/3 ki�mp  
8 -1/2 -1/3 1/3 1/3 1/2 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 kg�mp  
9 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 -1/3 -1/2 0 -4/3 -2/3 (ji�mp  
10 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 -1/3 1/2 -1/2 -1/3 -2/3 (jg�mp  
11 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 1/3 -1/2 0 -2/3 -1/3 ki��mm�  

12 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 1/3 1/2 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 kg��mm�  

13 -1/2 1/3 1/3 -1/3 -1/2 0 -2/3 -1/3 kiW�om  
14 -1/2 1/3 1/3 -1/3 1/2 -1/2 1/3 -1/3 kgW�om  
15 -1/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 -1/2 0 0 0 .̅i  
16 -1/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/2 -1/2 1 0 .̅g  
17 1/2 -1/3 -1/3 -1/3 -1/2 1/2 -1 0 .g  
18 1/2 -1/3 -1/3 -1/3 1/2 0 0 0 .i  
19 1/2 -1/3 -1/3 1/3 -1/2 1/2 -1/3 1/3 k̅gW�om  
20 1/2 -1/3 -1/3 1/3 1/2 0 2/3 1/3 k̅iW�om  
21 1/2 -1/3 1/3 -1/3 -1/2 1/2 -1/3 1/3 k̅g��mm  

22 1/2 -1/3 1/3 -1/3 1/2 0 2/3 1/3 k̅i��mm�  

23 1/2 -1/3 1/3 1/3 -1/2 1/2 1/3 2/3 (g�mp  
24 1/2 -1/3 1/3 1/3 1/2 0 -4/3 2/3 (i�mp  
25 1/2 1/3 -1/3 -1/3 -1/2 1/2 1/3 1/3 k̅g�mp  
26 1/2 1/3 -1/3 -1/3 1/2 0 2/3 1/3 k̅i�mp  
27 1/2 1/3 -1/3 1/3 -1/2 1/2 1/3 2/3 (g��mm�  

28 1/2 1/3 -1/3 1/3 1/2 0 -4/3 2/3 (i��mm�  

29 1/2 1/3 1/3 -1/3 -1/2 1/2 1/3 2/3 (gW�om  
30 1/2 1/3 1/3 -1/3 1/2 0 -4/3 2/3 (iW�om  
31 1/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 -1/2 1/2 1 1 �gh   
32 1/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/2 0 2 1 �ijjj  
From the table 1, we can deduce 

i. The electron-type field 

QRSm = ΠmQRS = Q=qr= + Q\qr\ + Q^=qr̂ = + Q^\qr̂ \  

Πm =	 �=�\Y���=�^YH��=�^YP��=�^Y��=] + (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=]   

ii. The neutrino-type field 

QRS* = Π*QRS = Q=�qr=� +Q=]qr=] + Q=�qr=� + Q=�qr=�  

Π* = (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] + (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=]   

iii. The up quark-type field 

QRSo = ΠoQRS = Q^qr̂ + Q>qr> + Q�qr� + Q]qr] + Q`qr̀ + Q=Zqr=Z + Q\^qr\^ + Q\>qr\> +Q\�qr\� +Q\�qr\� +Q\`qr\` + Q^Zqr̂ Z  

Πo = (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] + (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] + �=�\Y���=�^YH��=�^YP��=�^Y��=]   
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+ �=�\Y���=�^YH��=�^YP��=�^Y��
=] + �=�\Y���=�^YH��=�^YP��=�^Y��

=] + �=�\Y���=�^YH��=�^YP��=�^Y��
=]   

iv. The down quark-type field 

QRSp = ΠpQRS = Q�qr� +Q�qr� + Q==qr== + Q=\qr=\ +	Q=^qr=^ +Q=>qr=> + Q=`qr=`, Q\Zqr\Z +	Q\=qr\= + Q\\qr\\ + Q\�qr\� + Q\]qr\]  

Πp = (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] +	 (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] + �=�\Y���=�^YH��=�^YP��=�^Y��=]   

+	(=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] + (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=] + (=�\Y�)(=�^YH)(=�^YP)(=�^Y�)=]   

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

Table 1 shows as expected that it is possible to deduce 

some properties of the elementary fermions of the Standard 

Model from the spinorial representation of ILCT 

corresponding to a pentadimensional pseudo-euclidian space 

with signature (1,4). 
According to the relations (18), the values of electric 

charges, weak hypercharge, weak isospin and colors charges 

can be considered as corresponding to the eigenvalues of 

linear combinations of the operators Y�  defined in the 

relation (14) from the generators C�  and D�  of the Clifford 

algebra ℭ	(2,8). 
Our study suggests the existence of right handed (sterile) 

neutrino. Interests are currently being brought to these 

particles even on the experimental side [18-20]. According to 

Table 1, the standard model parameters (weak isospin, weak 

hypercharge and electric charge) corresponding to these 

kinds of particles are, as expected, equal to zero. 

As discussed in the section 4, our work introduces also the 

possibility of describing a fermions generation with a single 

field. The fields corresponding to each type of particles can 

then be seen as just components of this single field. 

This work brings some new point of views concerning the 

relation between spacetime, momentum, energy and particles. 

It shows that phase space in quantum theory, linear canonical 

transformations and particles are deeply linked. 

The results may be exploited and extended to build a new 

theory of particles interactions beyond the Standard Model. It 

is worth pointing out that LCTs permit at the same time to 

describe linear mixing of spacetime and momentum-energy 

and the change of particles flavours. 
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